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Introduction to Camp Craft
What is camp craft?
Put simply it is the combination of skills and practices required to be able to look after
yourself in expedition conditions.
So what is an Expedition?
For the purposes of this course we shall take this to be mobile camping or living under
canvas and moving through the countryside carrying all that is required. The level of
camp skills required will vary according to the purpose and level of expedition. But at
all levels the skills required will be

Food and Cooking
Providing Shelter
Packing and Packing equipment
Safeguarding health and well-being
Recognising suitable clothing and equipment
Navigation skills
Safeguarding the environment and countryside

Whatever your purpose for expeditioning your enjoyment of this most rewarding
subject will be greatly improved if you have a good understanding of the above skills
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Food and Cooking
The provision of suitable food on expedition and the means to cook it is vital if
exhaustion and hypothermia are to be avoided. The body is merely an engine after all.
It will let you down if not fuelled correctly! A 15-20km walk with 750m of climbing will
require an average of 16-18 megaloules of energy. This is equivalent of approximately
4000 kilocalories! This will require a combination of physical fitness and adequate food
intake, especially if this level of energy is going to be for a number of days. This food
intake is obviously increased if arduous conditions
Fat is the food containing the most amount of energy for weight of food, but fat takes
much longer to digest and become usable energy. A fatty meal followed by exercise
may actually do more harm than good! Carbohydrates-sugars and starches-contain
less energy than fats ,but are used much more efficiently by the body

Foods Containing Starches

There are on the market many dehydrated and easy cook meals containing the above.
For longer Expeditions, carrying fresh produce should be avoided. Dehydrated foods
are light, take up less space in your kit and have rapid cooking times. Many of these
meals also contain fats and proteins such as:
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Our ideal menu when on expedition would be a breakfast containing both fats and
carbohydrates, a lunch containing a high sugar and starch “Boost” na d an evening meal
with more fat and less carbohydrate, which can effectively “recharge” us overnight.
We must not forget to top up on energy during the day using high sugar snacks and also
to carry an emergency only supply of mostly high sugar foods such as:

Also there are a variety of high energy drinks, most of which are excellent for our
purpose, PROVIDED THEY ARE NOT CARBONATED “FIZZY DRINKS”.
This brings us nicely to the subject of fluids or more specifically water, without which
we cannot survive. We already know that we will use approximately 4ooo Kcal of
energy but how much fluid will we use?
Under normal conditions we use approximately 2.5 litres of fluid in 24 hours
This is made up as follows:
URINE
1.4 Litres
Respiration (breathing)
0.4 Litres
FAECES
0.1 litre
PERSERIRATION (sweat)
0.6 litre
—————————————————
TOTAL
2.5 litres
Hard work, hot weather and even illness can increase this amount greatly. Our previous
15-20km walk with 750m climbing would use about 4 litres of fluid in hot weather.
THIS HAS TO BE REPLACED!
Drinking little and often during our expedition is the wisest policy and replenishing water bottles at every opportunity is prudent. Nobody is suggesting that we carry 4 litres
of water around in our kit as this would weigh nearly 4kg and is not practical. Serious
dehydration however lowers resistance to exhaustion and therefore hypothermia.
Drinking 2.5 litres of fluid on an expedition sounds extreme but do not forget that
much of our food also contains fluid.
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Cooking
We now know the quantity and types of foods that we require so we need to learn about
the different equipment available to prepare them. There are many different types of
stove available. We shall cover four.

1. TRANGIA METHS STOVE

Advantages:
Includes pots & pans, performs well in windy conditions, all cooking and cleaning kit can
be contained inside ,gas conversion kit available.

Disadvantages:
Heavy, takes up a lot of space in the rucksack, need to carry meths-flammable liquid.
Slow cook speed.

2. Hexamine solid fuel cooker:

Advantages:
Cheap, light, small, fairly good speed

Disadvantages:
Not good in wind, separate pots required, poisonous smoke, black stains on pots.
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3.Backpack gas stove

Advantages:
Lightweight, small, very fast cook speed, clean, convenient fuel

Disadvantages:
Not good in wind, separate pots required, unstable on sloping or uneven ground, gas can
freeze.

4. Alpine gas stove

Advantages:
Same as backpack type gas, plus more stable on sloping uneven ground legs fold flat

Disadvantages:
Not good in wind, separate pans required, gas can freeze.

IT MUST BE NOTED THAT PARRAFIN OR PETROL PRESSURE STOVES ARE NOT
RECOMMENDED FOR CADET USE. ALSO GAS STOVES MUST USE SELF SEALING
CYLINDERS, WHICH CAN BE DISCONNECTED WHEN NOT IN USE. BLUE TYPE
GAS STOVES WHICH PIERCE THE CANNISTER MUST NOT BE USED
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Providing Shelter
Tents
Man has been using tents since he first learned to sew animal skins together. Technology
has moved on a little since those early days and there are varied tent designs available to
the expeditioner today. Each is designed to perform the same basic functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To protect the occupant from the elements
To be hard wearing and reusable
To be lightweight
Whilst keeping out rain, to allow vapour out to prevent condensation.
To be reasonably quick and easy to erect and take down.

These are not listed in order of importance but protection from the elements is
traditionally the most desirable. The tried and trusted solution to keeping out the rain
but allowing vapour out is to have two layers, a waterproof outer (fly) sheet and a
breathable inner tent. For the varied weather conditions encountered in this country a
sewn in ground sheet is also advisable. The design chosen will be a matter of individual
preference and budget.

The most common designs are:
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Patrol tents are obviously NOT
designed for the backpacker but
are included for information only
Hoop, Dome and Geodesic designs are supported by a framework of flexible rods. They
provide the maximum space for given floor area and size. They tend to be lighter than
the other designs. They also need fewer pegs and guys than other designs. Hoop and
geodesic provide the best resistance to the wind being more aerodynamic but ridge tents
throw off water more effectively. Any tent needs to have good ventilation some storage
space, a porch for foul weather cooking, an entrance lip to prevent mud and water
getting in. most designs can weigh as little as 2kg or even less.
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Selecting a Campsite
For your safety and comfort, bear in mind the following when deciding where to pitch
1.

Flat, lump free ground.

2.

Well drained and safe from flooding.

3.

Handy water supply, but not near a noisy river.

4.

Protection from wind

5.

Not under trees if possible. Although initially offering protection from the wind and
rain, the larger sized drips from trees are more likely to penetrate the flysheet, and
will continue dripping long after the rain has stopped!

6.

Avoid camping at the bottom of hills or in hollows, especially in cold weather. Apart
from the obvious flooding risk, cold air sinks to the low points over night and can
significantly effect your comfort.

7.

Ensure that your site is not accessible to domestic animals or livestock, both of
whom can cause immense damage to tents and guy lines, not to mention food
supplies and the risk of disease.

8.

Always scout around in daylight for hazards so as not to stumble into them when
leaving the tent in darkness.

Pitching Tents
Even if the weather is fine always expect the worst and pitch your tent accordingly
1.

Clear your pitch of stones twigs and other debris.

2.

Peg out with the door away from the wind

3.

If downhill the door should be at the downhill end.

4.

Erect the windward end of the tent first.

5.

Ensure that the flysheet is wrinkle free and taught.

6.

Flysheet must not touch the inner tent.

7.

Do not use rocks to weigh down the flysheet or guys as movement during the night
will cause them to saw through

8.

Just before settling in for the night check and tension your pegging out as tent
material and guys stretch after initial pitching.

Striking Camp
Taking down the tent is pretty much the reverse of putting it up! However pay attention to
the following.
1.

In bad weather most tents will allow you to fold up the dry inner tent under the
protection of the flysheet. Unless it is already wet store the inner tent in a rucksack
separate from the wet flysheet.

2.

Clean mud from all pegs before packing them away.

3.

Never be tempted to just stuff things in your pack and sort them out later. This is
how poles and pegs go missing.

4.

Thoroughly check the site before leaving. You WILL find stray pegs and litter. Leave
behind nothing but your thanks.

5.

Hang tents out when you arrive back at your unit. Never leave them stored wet as
they will rot and smell.
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Packing and carrying Equipment
Rucksacks
Every conceivable size of rucksack can be seen in catalogues and camping shops. Some are
designed for a particular terrain or purpose, such as alpine sacks which have no external
pockets or pouches making them less likely to snag in mountainous terrain. In most cases
however external pockets are useful for stowing items that will be required during our walk,
without having to open the main sack. With all types of sack the basic requirements are the
same.
1.

Made from a water resistant, tough, fabric. No sack is completely waterproof so a
liner must be used.

2.

Capacity should be appropriate for intended use. This is usually measured in litres,
and 55 litres is more than sufficient for a weekend expedition in most UK locations.
The bigger your sack the greater the temptation to fill it.

3.

It should fit comfortably. More expensive sacks are adjustable, but some cheaper
ones may be available in a variety of sizes. Make sure it fits.

4.

Shoulder straps should be wide well padded and adjustable.

5.

A hip belt should be fitted again wide and well padded, with quick release fastening.

6.

It is well worth taking time to try, adjust, and then re-adjust to ensure that weight is
evenly distributed and comfortable. A slight discomfort at the beginning of a walk will
be a major agony after several kilometres!

How your sack is packed will make a major difference to its comfort and ease of carrying. The
need to save and correctly distribute weight is paramount. The total weight should never
exceed one third of your body weight, and in the case of cadets, 15kg(33lbs) is the absolute
maximum. Remember also that rain will increase the weight by as much as 15%! When
packing try to observe the following:
1.

Items needed on the walk or immediately on arrival at your campsite should be kept
near the top or in external pockets.

2.

DO NOT have anything tied to the outside of your sack. You will lose it, or it may
cause injury to your colleagues.

3.

Try to avoid rattles and other noises as these will become very annoying after a few
kilometres.

4.

Keep heavy items as high as possible.

5.

Balance the weight and use your sleeping mat to ensure that there are no sharp or
hard items digging into your back.

6.

Stove and fuel should be stowed in a poly bag and stored well away from food , in a
separate compartment if possible.

7.

Clothing and sleeping bag should be in a waterproof bag, and use a rucksack liner.

8.

Pack it, try it, adjust it, try it again, and if necessary, re-pack it.
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Health and Hygiene
Expeditions are to be enjoyed, not. Endured Your enjoyment will obviously be enhanced if
you can remain healthy and comfortable for the duration. Even minor irritations can spoil an
expedition, so it is important both for you and your colleagues that you look after yourself
correctly.

General
A safe and clean water supply is essential. Natural sources should be the last resort and
should be boiled for 10 mins or sterilised with purifying tablets. These measures will make
water safe , but it may still taste disgusting!
Personal cleanliness is important. Wash after going to the toilet and before cooking food.
Cooking and eating utensils should be washed immediately after use in hot water. Cadets
are not expected to dig latrines but if they are necessary then staff should make sure that
they are dug downhill from your camp, 60 metres from any river or stream and should be a
minimum of 20cm deep. No trace should be left when refilled.

Walking in Comfort
As Already mentioned it is well worth taking time to ensure a well packed and balanced
rucksack. Adjust it correctly, make sure there are no edges digging in or rubbing and
eliminate rattles and noises.
Ensure clothing is comfortable with no annoying creases or seams. Wear layers to enable
temperature control. Clothing should allow freedom of movement.
Blisters can be avoided. A relatively minor injury a blister can cause maximum discomfort
and even cause a walker to have to quit the expedition. Boots must fit comfortably, be well
worn and broken in, and not borrowed or hired. Some feet are simply not used to wearing
boots so first ask “are boots really necessary for this walk”? Many summer day walks suit
trainers perfectly, but rarely will the UK weather conditions be predictable enough to risk
this for any longer than a single day walk. Keep feet in good condition, clean, change socks
regularly. Periodically apply surgical spirit to toughen the skin. Wear socks with a high
natural fibre content. Wear two pairs no matter what the weather, with the thinner pair
worn inside out next to the skin, and a thicker pair on top. Eliminate uncomfortable creases
or folds, lace boots firmly but not over-tight. Do not walk if there is the slightest discomfort.
Remove boots and socks and start again!

Sleeping in Comfort
Some simple rules will ensure that you don't suffer the misery of a damp, cold night. Rest
and sleep are important on expedition and can be ruined by a cold miserable night. Always
take action if you are cold over night. Never just lay there in misery-a few easy actions could
make all the difference.
1.

Most heat is lost through the ground. Use a sleeping mat or improvise using clothing
etc..

2.

Heat is also lost through the head. Wear a hat.

3.

Sleep with your head uphill if on a slope.

4.

Use a sleeping bag suitable for the conditions.

5.

Lay out your mat and bag hours before use and don’t or sit on them. This will allow
the fibres to loft or fill with air which is the main insulator in a sleeping bag.

6.

If you are soaked through remove wet clothing and put on dry underwear, keep a supply of dry
clothes near in case they are needed during the night. Never get in a sleeping bag with wet
clothes on or try to dry clothes in a sleeping bag.

7.

Go to the toilet before turning in.
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Hypothermia
We mentioned earlier that failing to eat and drink correctly and lack of
proper rest will result in exhaustion which is a major factor toward
hypothermia. A well fed and rested person can easily cope with freezing
temperatures, but somebody unfit unfed and unrested will quickly
succumb to hypothermia. Young people aged 12-18 are particularly at
risk, but understanding hypothermia and taking the correct precautions
should ensure that it is not a problem.
The core of the body containing brain, heart, lungs and other organs
must remain at a constant temperature of 37°C.If the core temperature
drops below this and continues to drop without treatment it will lead to
unconsciousness, cardiac arrest and death. In the sea or arctic conditions
the cold alone can be enough to kill but in our climate it is usually a
combination of cold , wet, exhaustion and a lack of food that will bring
about hypothermia. But untreated the result will be exactly the same.

Other Causes and factors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sufferer may be wet through-a sure case
Those without waterproofs or sufficient and suitable clothing will be first to suffer.
The physically unfit are susceptible-do not attempt an expedition that you are not
physically capable of.
Thin people and those with poor strength to weight ratio are more likely to suffer.
Boys are more prone to suffer in the cold than girls.
Boredom and low morale will contribute greatly.
Recent illness or injury on the expedition will greatly increase the risk to an individual.

Recognition and treatment
Early signs:
1.
Feeling cold, tired, intermittent shivering.
2.
Possible numbness of hands and feet.
3.
Pale colour.
These early stages are difficult to spot but rest, shelter, a snack and a hot drink will go a long
way towards preventing the next stages.
4.
Unexpected and unreasonable behaviour, complaining, of tiredness.
5.
Lethargy, failure to respond to questions.
6.
Slurring of speech sometimes just prior to collapse.
7.
Sudden violent outburst of energy, refusal of any help, not admitting anything is
wrong. Possibly abusive language.
8.
No co-ordination, erratic movement and stumbling.
9.
Possible vision problems. Blurring of vision should be treated as extremely serious. It
must be stressed that not all the symptoms may be present and may not occur in any
particular order. As soon as any of the above become apparent take action.
If the appropriate actions are taken at this stage the situation need not become critical. Rest
and take shelter from wind and /or rain. A hot drink, a change out of wet clothing, something
to eat and a minimum half hour of warming in a sleeping bag or survival bag (or better still
both) are essential. When sure of recovery, plan and take the quickest route to a point of
safety. If the sufferer has shown any or all of the second stage symptoms they are to be taken
to hospital.
Prevention is always better than cure. Hypothermia is usually the result of a whole series of
mistakes. Unnecessary exposure to bad weather, over stretching physical capability, lack of
training are all recipes for disaster. Always err on the side of caution and do not take on more
than you can handle.
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Basic Equipment and Clothing
Basic Kit List
Rucksack and Liner

Stove and Fuel

Tent

Matches

Sleeping bag

Knife, fork, spoon

Sleeping mat

First aid kit

Compass

Hat

Watch

Spare clothing

Whistle

Survival bag

Food

Waterproofs

Emergency rations

Suitable clothing

Water bottle

Foot wear

Obviously this list is for guidance only and does not include optional extras or specialist
equipment such as ice axe, walking gaiters, thermal underwear etc.. It is recommended that
a kit list be used for every expedition you undertake. You should start with a basic list such
as the above and after your expedition review the list. Tick all the items you actually used
and all the obvious safety items and add to the list anything that you could have used during
your expedition. Cross off any unused or extra items. Try different types of kit items and
repeat the exercise after each expedition. You will end up with your ideal kit list, with
possibly two versions for different expected weather conditions, or different types of terrain.
You may prefer a flask( stainless steel) you may find gloves unnecessary. Whatever your
personal preferences, experience and practice will eventually result in your being able to
compile a list suitable for your personal needs for any given expedition in any terrain. If you
want to be serious about the subject you will inevitably have to obtain your own kit and this
will involve some expenditure. There is no right or best kit only recommended options. Your
own personal preferences and your budget will dictate your choices. However do not be
fooled into thinking that the most expensive kit will guarantee
excellent expeditions every
time. It is possible to enjoy expeditioning as much as the rich ma even if you have a
shoestring budget.

Equipment
Rucksack:

see “ Packing and Carrying Equipment”

Tent:

see “providing Shelter”

Sleeping Bag
A suitable sleeping bag is a must. Most are rated in Seasons 1-5 and a 2 season bag will
cope with all but the most extreme British weather conditions, if the previous tips for
sleeping in comfort are followed. A sleeping bag liner will increase insulation and also keep
your bag clean if you have to sleep in muddy clothes. There are several factors to consider
when selecting a bag and the main points to consider are:
1.

A mummy design with a hood will keep you warmer than other designs.

2.

The construction should not be sewn through both inner and outer layers as this
produces cold spots. The diagram (net page) shows 3 designs and shows how
stitching through both inner and outer layers allows warm air out of the bag
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Sleeping Bag Construction

3.

Filling material is vital. Feather or down, is by far the best insulator. It holds vast
quantities of Trapped air which is warmed by the body heat and keeps the sleeper warmer than other material. Unfortunately it performs very badly when wet
and is almost impossible to dry when in the field. Hollow polyester fibres have
largely replaced the more expensive down filling and perform almost as well. The
great advantage is that they still perform when wet.

4.

A Baffle behind all zips will help to retain heat as will draw strings around the
hood and neck.

5.

Lining should be absorbent so as to take sweat away from the skin.

Sleeping Mat :

Light ,Close cell polyurethane foam is most popular. Light and easy to
carry, it will
greatly enhance body warmth and comfort.

Map Case:

Should be transparent, water proof and totally enclose the map.

Compass:

See The Silva Compass

Watch:

A timepiece is vital for navigation purposes .

Whistle:

A safety item, one method of attracting attention when in need of
Emergency assistance. Everybody should learn the internationally
recognised distress signals.

Food:
Water Bottle:

See Food and Cooking.
Ideally plastic and 1.5 litres. Any bigger will become bulky and heavy.
And metal bottles tend to make the water taste tainted. Also it is
useful if the water level can be seen through the bottle so as to know
if the bottle is running low.

Stove and Fuel:

See Food and Cooking.

Matches:

Always preferable to lighters which can leak. Keep matches in a
waterproof container
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Knife Fork

Lots of different lightweight, clip together cutlery is available, Mug

Spoon Mug :

should be plastic as metal mugs can burn lips when containing hot
drinks. Chips and cracks in enamel eating and drinking items can
provide a breeding ground for germs.

First Aid Kit:

If you are walking in a large group a well stocked kit for your group is
essential. However you should still carry a small kit containing any
personal medication as well as a small of the usual plasters etc..

Hat:

Just as important in very hot weather as in cold. Invaluable during cold
nights.

Spare Clothing:

Spares of everything should be carried in case of immersion in water.
The quantity will depend on the duration of the expedition.

Survival Bag:

Hundreds of uses—an emergency shelter, ground sheet, stretcher etc.
As well as its designed use as an individual aid in treating hypothermia.
A must take item of kit.

Waterproofs:

UK weather dictates that both top and bottoms are carried, and many

lightweight

variants can be seen in camping shops and catalogues. Some are very
expensive but need not be. So long as they meet some important
criteria: Obviously water must not enter from the outside nor heat
escape but just as important vapour on the inside must be able to
pass through the fabric. This will allow sweat to escape, and not pool
on the skin or clothes where it will cool the body rapidly. Many
modern materials perform this Gore-Tex, Aqua foil etc..) but nylon
does not. Waterproofs should be easy to put on and take off quickly
and allow full freedom of movement. Pocket and zip flaps all help to
keep out the rain, taped seams are a good idea and large style pockets
are also a goods idea.

Clothing and footwear are covered in the next section.
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Clothing
The main purpose of clothing is to provide insulation. At 0°C a walker needs 2cm of clothing
to prevent heat loss. However it is the air that is trapped in the fibres of the clothing that
keep you warm and the more air you can trap the warmer you will be. This can best be done
by using multiple layers of clothing to make up our 2cm thereby trapping air between the
layers.
This method also allows greater temperature control as layers can be added or removed as
the weather changes. The different layers perform different functions.
The layer next to the skin is known as the wick layer and it must perform the task of soaking
the sweat and lifting it away from the skin. Professional mountaineers use silk but this is very
expensive and many man made fibres do almost as good a job. It is important that the wick
layer also feels comfortable against the skin.
Mid or inner layer clothing forms the major part of the insulation and can actually consist of
as many layers as is appropriate for the conditions. All of these layers of trapped air perform
best if kept dry so an outer or shell layer is important.
Your waterproofs provide this shell and not only prevent the layers getting waterlogged but
will also prevent wind from cooling the layers and blowing away the warm air trapped in the
clothing.
Footwear is discussed briefly in the section Walking in Comfort.
As well as the points made there, always remember that there is no such thing as the ideal
boot.
The boot does not exist that will be ideal in all conditions and terrains.
Also spending hundreds of pounds is inappropriate for someone who will only do one or two
summer expeditions a year.
Generally a good all round boot is comfortable to walk in and provides good ankle support
and fits properly. A good guide is to be able to get a finger down the back of the boot with
the toes just touching the end of the boot.
A bellows tongue, cleated rubber or butyl sole (pvc is slippery in the wet) and a boot which
does not twist or bend easily are all desired features. Above all even the most expensive
footwear will fail if not waterproof.
Grit left on leather acts like sandpaper and will soon wear even the most reliable of boots.
If you do buy boots make sure you are wearing your walking socks when trying for size.
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Basic Navigation
The Silva Compass

This type of compass is widely regarded as the best type for expeditioning.
Using the earth’s Magnetic field to find direction was first done by the Chinese about
5000 years ago and a compass is still a valuable piece of equipment today.
The magnetic compass is most valuable when conditions are bad and the visibility at its
worst. Remember the names of the parts of the compass as these terms will be used in
later sections!

Elementary Map Reading
The two most commonly used maps for walking are Ordinance Survey 1:50,000 and
1:25:000 scale maps also called Landranger and pathfinder respectively. All of the other
printed maps such as the MOD, AtoZ etc. take their information from the Ordinance
Survey, so it makes sense to use the OS maps for expeditions.
The scale of the map is the relationship between distance on the map and distance in
real terms.
For Example
1:50,000

Means

1cm on the map is 50,000cm in real terms.

1cm=50,000cm=500m=0.5km, therefore 2cm=1km and as the grid squares on OS maps
are 1km square then grid squares on a 1:50,000 Landranger map are 2cm square.
Similarly
1:25,000 Means

1cm on the map is 25,000cm in real terms.

1cm=25,000cm=250m=0.25km,so the 1km grid squares on a 1:25,000 Pathfinder map are
4cm square.
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The grid on the map is a useful method of estimating distance. The squares are 1km wide
and approx. 1.5km diagonally. But the most important use of the grid is in pinpointing
the positions of objects on the map. Each grid line has a 2 digit number allocated to it
and each side of the 1km square can be divided into 10x 100m sections. Thus a 3rd digit
can be added. The diagram below shows how a six figure grid reference can then be
obtained for any object on the map, to an
accuracy of 100m. Also note how the
romer scale on the compass can be used for accuracy.

Remember to always work horizontally (eastings) before working vertically( Northings).
Remember also that your six figure grid reference relates to the bottom left corner of a
100m x 100m square.
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Recognising the many different signs and symbols on a map is vital if we are going to
gain the maximum benefit from it. There is a wealth of information available on OS
maps, if we can recognise the signs! It must also be noted that whilst many of the
symbols on 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 scale maps are the same, there are some differences
as the examples below show.

1:50,000

1:25,000

There are far too many signs and symbols to list them all here but all OS maps have a key
or legend showing all of the symbols. It is important to know where to find the
information and you should learn to recognise the more common ones.
One important symbol that must be understood is the contour . Contours show what is
known as relief or the hills , valleys and slopes of the land. The lines are printed on both
1:50,000 and 1:25,000 OS maps in orange. They represent heights in metres above sea
level and are printed every 5m on 1:25,000 and every 10m on 1:50,000.
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Visualising contours can be difficult but one good way is to imagine them as a series of
outlines of what a shore line would look like as the sea level is raised in steps of 5 or 10
metres. It is also helpful to visualise the steepness of a slope which is shown by the
spacing of the contours. This is shown in the next diagram.

The orange contours above show an oval shaped hill as it would appear on a map. The
profile is shown below it and clearly shows that where the contours are closer together
the slope is steeper. This is very important when planning a route for a walk.
Also important is the ability to set the map so that it is the same way round as the land on
which you are walking. You do not necessarily need a compass to do this. The diagram
below shows how recognisable features on the map can be aligned with the symbols on
the map to set the map. This is a great aid for deciding on the correct direction and
ensuring that the path you are about to take does in fact go in the right direction that
you want to go.
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Bearings
Using your compass to take a bearing from an object is an important skill and couldn’t
be easier ! Simply hold the compass flat and level (and away from any metal objects) and
point the direction of travel arrow at the object from which you are taking the bearing.
Keeping the base plate perfectly still rotate the compass housing until the magnetic
needle is perfectly aligned with the orientation arrow. The magnetic bearing of the
object can now be read at the bearing index line

If we could now identify the mountain on our map , we could transfer this bearing on to
our map. Before we do this we must allow for the difference between magnetic north
( where the compass needle points ) and grid north on the map. Magnetic north actually
moves and will also vary with your location. The difference between the two is called
variation and is usually about 4-8 degrees west depending on your location in the UK. We
must remember then to subtract 4 degrees when transferring magnetic bearing onto the
map grid. Similarly we must add 4 degrees when taking a bearing from the map grid and
using it to find our direction to travel. A simple rhyme can help to remember which way
round to do this.
Grid to Mag-Add, Mag to Grid-Get Rid
Looking at the next diagram if we are standing at position A and need to know the
bearing to arrive at position B then we need to take a grid bearing from the map. To do
this we align one edge of the compass base plate along a line between the two points.
Holding the base still rotate the compass housing until the orientating lines and arrow
align perfectly with the north –south grid bearing, and to convert to magnetic we must
ADD the variation.
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The Country Code

A somewhat forgotten term, The country code is as important today as it has always
been. Anyone using the countryside areas should at all times remember that others rely
on the countryside for their livelihood and even their homes. At no time should the
expeditioner cause damage by their actions or their lack of action. The simple points to
remember are:

Keep to marked paths when crossing farmland
Close gates behind you
Do not make open fires( except in areas where it is permitted)
Take home all litter
Do not pollute natural water supplies
Observed the rules for road walking
Keep pets under proper control
Do not damage fences and walls-cross at designated places
Protect wildlife
Respect the land and environment

Wherever we go we have the duty to ensure that we abide religiously by the above rules
and leave no landowner or user any cause for complaint. We may not only lose the use
of a particular site ourselves , but may end up spoiling the site for future users.
A landowner may be reluctant to allow others to camp or walk on his land if he has had a
bad experience with a group from the Maritime Cadets
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